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our project

- picturing the social world
- the role of formalization in politics
- a categorical approach

commodity world

- value relations
- capital and surplus
- reproduction of a logic



picturing the social world

mode A

mode B

mode C

Org

"Thesis Four"

social world K



picturing the social world

Org

Mode C

social mediation

"Thesis One"

social world

social worldindividual agent

"Thesis Four" factorized through C

What kinds of social mediations let us "see" mode C more clearly?



picturing the social world

Org

Mode C

Mode C

social worldindividual agent

social mediation

"Thesis One"

social world

social worldindividual agent

"Thesis Four" factorized through C

Org

"participation"



picturing the social world

indigenous / environmental movement

Lakota Law Project

https://lakotalaw.org/

mode C

blocking extraction pipelines and supply chains
highlighting sustainability issues

mode A

defending communal/tribal lands
visibility of indigenous peoples and traditions
maintaining families

Coordinator of the Indigenous Organizations of the Amazon Basin (COICA)

https://coicamazonia.org/
https://amazonia80x2025.earth/

mode B

lawsuits against corporations and governments
legal protections and status
new legal entities

Stop Line 3

https://www.stopline3.org



queer movement

workers movement

racial justice movements

indigenous / environmental movement
anti-imperialism / decolonization

picturing the social world



picturing the social world

resource sharingdiffering subject-languages



the role of formalization in politics



political problems

- how do we build and maintain new spaces?
- how do we decide?
- how do we allocate?
- how do we interact with the outside?
- ...

philosophy problems

- what is a social formation?
- what does it tell us about subjectivity?
- how do social worlds change?
- how does it support claims to knowledge?
- ...

role of formalization in politics

global questions / no addressee

local questions / particular communities



political problems

- how do we build and maintain new spaces?
- how do we decide?
- how do we allocate?
- how do we interact with the outside?

Subset of Theoretical Practice

philosophy problems

- what is a social formation?
- what does it tell us about subjectivity?
- how do social worlds change?
- how does it support claims to knowledge?

role of formalization in politics



political problems

- how do we build and maintain new spaces?
- how do we decide?
- how do we allocate?
- how do we interact with the outside?

tektology

formal systems / category theory

objective phenomenology

logics of social worlds

political economy

philosophy problems

- what is a social formation?
- what does it tell us about subjectivity?
- how do social worlds change?
- how does it support claims to knowledge?

role of formalization in politics



a categorical approach (to social formations)



 and

a  consists of social world

 relations

formations

a categorical approach



formations

 relations

 social world

objects that stand for a type of social organization

a collection of objects and morphisms 

obeying the laws of a category

morphisms that express propositional terms
which are of the type of the targeted formation
and which contain variables of its source type

a categorical approach



we cannot access the parts of a formation directly

instead we can examine propositions which have some degree of truth in the formation

"there can only be one ruler"

"all rulers are counterfeit"

"the zzz cannot be rulers because they are unclean"

formations

a categorical approach



we cannot access the parts of a formation directly

these degrees correspond to the parts

formations

"there can only be one ruler"

"all rulers are counterfeit"

"the zzz cannot be rulers because they are unclean"

"all rulers are counterfeit"

"the zzz cannot be rulers"

"there can only be one ruler"

nowhere true

globally true

"..."

"..."

"..."

"..."

"..."
instead we can examine propositions which have some degree of truth in the formation

a categorical approach



relations
when the proposition contains variables of another type, we obtain a relation

"some foreigners from xyxyz are not allowed to be rulers"

the social formation of xyxyz

the social formation of abc

abc

xyxyz

a categorical approach



relations
when the proposition contains variables of another type, we obtain a relation

abc

xyxyz

"some foreigners from xyxyz are not allowed to be rulers"

the social formation of xyxyz

abc

xyxyz

we can formulate propositions with variables of many types

by combining their corresponding social formations

yyyxx

xxxyy

the social formation of abc

(a product type)

a categorical approach



relations

abc

xyxyz

xyxyz

abc

trrtr

can be composed to form new relations

"some foreigners from xyxyz are not allowed to be rulers"

"there exists at least one ruler from abc that is guilty"abc

trrtr

trrrtr

"a foreigner of abc could be guilty"

xyxyz

a categorical approach



the relations between commodities 
form a social world



"commodity X is worth commodity Y"

commodity space

X = Y,  ...

A = B, ...

global exchangeability

partial exchangeability

value relations



"commodity X is worth commodity Y"

"commodity X is worth commodity Y"

value relations

value relations are compositional

commodity space



capital and surplus as relations



B

A

B

A

MP  + LP
P

commutative
diagram of 
capital

"the price of producing a product P from 

commodities in A is less than the price of P"

"P is worth M2 amount of money in B"

"LP + MP is worth M1 in A"

"LP + MP produce P"

capital and surplus



A

MP  + LP
P

"LP + MP is worth M1 in A"

"LP + MP produce P"

LP

LP_MS

"LP is worth LP_MS in A"

capital and surplus



MP  + LP
P

"LP + MP produce P"

LP

LP_MS

"LP is worth LP_MS in A"

"LP is worth LP_MS in A"

living costs

familial costs

eduction or training costs

what is the topology of LP_MS?

capital and surplus



MP  + LP

LP_MS

living costs

familial costs

eduction or training costs

A homomeric topology (i.e. order topology)

working age retirement

"LP is worth a day's value of LP_MS in A"

total value of labour power

working age

retirement

v(LP_MS) dt

capital and surplus



MP  + LP

"LP is worth a day's value of LP_MS in A"

total value of labour power

working age

retirement

v(LP_MS) dt

value transferred = requisite + surplus

a non-quantitative relation... yet still a relation

capital and surplus



MP  + LP

"LP is worth a day's value of LP_MS in A"

total value of labour power

working age

retirement

v(LP_MS) dt

value transferred = requisite + surplus

P

money

total value of means
of production

brand new

machine breaks

v(upkeep) dt

capital and surplus



MP with the homomeric topology = constant capital

LP with the homomeric topology = variable capital

money

CC  + VC CC + VC + S

money_1 (capital) money_2 (capital)

K

value transferred = requisite + surplus
rate of surplus = d(S / VC)/dt
rate of profit = d(S / (CC + VC))/dt

capital and surplus



MP with the homomeric topology = constant capital

LP with the homomeric topology = variable capital

money

CC  + VC CC + VC + S

money_1 (capital) money_2 (capital)

K

value transferred = requisite + surplus
rate of surplus = d(S / VC)/dt
rate of profit = d(S / (CC + VC))/dt

capital and surplus



reproduction of a logic



reproduction of a logic

K

K
reproduction through time?

spatial model



reproduction of a logic

an object in R

f0 f1

and arrows are pairs of maps

a morphism in R

let us define a category R where the objects are "moments of accumulation"

acc_n acc_n+1

acc_n acc_n+1

acc_s acc_s+1



reproduction of a logic

acc_n

acc_n acc_s

acc_s+1

time

p q



reproduction of a logic

growth of total capital over time

subobjects of total K

total K


